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Sarah Harper  

Finding themselves together again in 

the wake of their fathers heart 

operation, the Bennett sisters bounce off 

each other with sharp, witty dialogue 

and sisterly banter. Elizabeth is, as 

ever, the lynchpin and star of the show. 

Strong willed, intelligent and 

supportive of her dear sister Jane when 

her heart is trampled, humouring her 

often silly mother and guiding her 

father (oh how I love his dry humour) 

through his financial difficulties with a 

firm hand. Her interactions with Darcy 

are as quick fire and sparky as ever. All 

of the key characters and the intricacies 

of their interplay are here but with 

superb and keenly observed modern-

day twists. Mrs Bennett is still hell bent on finding suitable husbands for all of 

her daughters however they are now, more realistically, approaching forty and 

she has a shopping addiction which is slowly bankrupting the family. Kitty and 

Lydia’s empty heads are, this time, filled with CrossFit and nail art. And so it 

goes on. The re-imaginings are clever and believable. Mobile phones, IVF and so 

many aspects of the 21st century have been worked into the story and each 

character, time and place is spot-on. 

‘Eligible’ holds a modern day mirror to ‘Pride and Prejudice’ and it 

does it so perfectly. Firmly rooted in the present day, it's an accomplished 

and joyful re-telling as well as a cracking good read in its own right. 



 

‘P & P’ newbies will love this for what it is, an intelligent story of modern-day 

love and family life, whilst die-hard fans will delight in the perceptive, modern 

day twists whilst hunting out their old, dog-eared copies of the original and re-

instating them at the top of their to-read piles. Contented sighs all round! 

 

Pauline Braisher 

I loved, loved, loved this book! So much so that I read all 514 pages in 

less than two days. 

‘Eligible’ is a well-crafted 21st century update of ‘Pride and Prejudice’, set in the 

USA. As a great fan of the original, part of the fun for me was comparing the 

characters and story-line with those described by Jane Austen. However it's not 

necessary to have read ‘Pride and Prejudice’ in order to enjoy this book. The 

characters are well-drawn and the story moves forward at a good pace. The 

only part if the story which didn't seem to sit well in the modern era was Lydia's 

elopement, which surely would not cause a scandal nowadays. 

This book will make a great holiday read and I really hope it's turned into a 

movie in due course. 

www.ilovecatsandreading.WordPress.com 

  

Humaira  

Reading this books makes me want to read ‘Pride and Prejudice’ 

again and read all the fan fiction there is about it!  

I loved this book so much. Curtis Sittenfeld has smashed it. I could not put 

this book down for the life of me; I found myself staying up later than I should 

have reading what the Bennett girls were up to. Having finished it, I feel sort of 

empty now- I need more. I would be happy to read a few chapters every day 

about the Bennett girls and the others for the rest of my life. What I really liked 

about this book other than the impeccable writing is that the chapters were 

short (making it harder to put down) and sweet.  

Follow Humaira on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/cookie_bookie_/ 

 

Doreen McKeown 

‘Eligible’, Curtis Sittenfeld's update of Jane Austen's ‘Pride and Prejudice’, 

features the Bennett family - Mr and Mrs Bennett and their five daughters - but 



 

in her version they live in modern day Cincinnati.   We still meet the laid back 

'anything for a quiet life ' Mr. Bennett and his twittering social climber of a wife, 

who is desperately trying to marry her daughters off to suitably affluent young 

men.   The principal character in the story is Liz, who lives in New York, but 

rushes back to their family home when her father is struck down with a heart 

attack.   What she finds there is surprising and she makes it her mission to sort 

the family out.   Whilst in Cincinnati she meets the broodingly handsome 

Fitzwilliam Darcy, and their on/off relationship becomes the main theme of the 

story. 

I really enjoyed the book, the writing style gives a nod to Jane 

Austen, but is very easy to read and I liked the way the story was 

constructed, with short chapters, which enticed me to read 'just one 

more'.   The characters are all well drawn and credible, with a tenuous link to 

Jane Austen's originals.   My only criticism is that I found it over long (over 500 

pages) - considering that the Elizabeth Bennett/Fitzwilliam Darcy outcome is so 

predictable, I wanted to get there sooner, and I found my interest waning at 

about 400 pages.   But that's just a personal thing - on the whole I found it a 

really good read. 

 

Sarah Musk  

A modern update of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ set in America. Elizabeth 

Bennet and her sisters are still set on finding the rich man of their 

dreams.  

I have read a few other reworking’s of Jane Austen's novels and I don't think 

this is one of the better ones.  I have read Curtis Settenfeld's ‘American Wife’ and 

thought it was marvellous but I didn't really like this adaptation.  I think she is a 

better writer than this. 

At first I thought the book would be a light hearted funny update but it quickly 

became quite unbelievable and the essence of the story became diluted and lost.  

Elizabeth Bennet was not Elizabeth Bennet - she was too old and was not a 

particularly pleasant person.  Darcy was more true to the original - he is a 

proud, reserved gentleman who was likeable if a bit of a doormat. 

I know Jane Austen's studies of romantic human interaction are meant to be 

timeless but this did not work for me.  It was too modern and everyone was so 

shallow and unpleasant - even Mr Bennet - that I really could not see it as Jane 

Austen at all.  Jane Austen wrote fantastic books but maybe the manners of 

people in the early nineteenth century are too different from ours to be 



 

transplanted into the twenty first century. 

 

Angie Rhodes 

This is a great take on ‘Pride and Prejudice’, everyone is here Darcy, the 

Bennet’s, and Mr Bingley - it is so much fun!  

 The Bennet sisters live in New York and are happy living their own lives until 

they go home to help their poor father who after having heart surgery is still 

being fed steaks... 

Now that Mrs Bennet has them all under one roof she can set to work finding 

them husbands! Having ones mother meddling in your life is too much, ‘for 

goodness sake we are in our thirties’ they tell their mother ‘and we are happy’ 

that is until the night of the BBQ  where they meet the charming Chip Bingley, 

and snooty Fitzwilliam Darcy.  Not forgetting Cousin Willy, who makes a play 

for everyone... 

Will the sisters find husbands? Or will they stay single?  

A nice, fun, light novel and one that Jane Austen would read herself 

and enjoy, giggling at the same dry humour she wrote in her own 

wonderful books! 

  

Suzanne Marsh  

A brilliant page turner saga for the twenty-first century.  

‘Eligible’ by Curtis Sittenfeld is the best modern retelling of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ 

that I have read.  The writing is superb from beginning to end and I am sure 

this book will be chosen as one of the best top ten books of 2016 to read. 

The Bennet family lived in a sprawling eight-bedroom Tudor in Cincinnati's 

Hyde Park. Mr Bennet had undergone emergency coronary artery bypass 

surgery.  The eldest and the second eldest of the five Bennet sisters had lived in 

New York. Jane and Liz from New York City return home to Cincinnati due to 

their father's heart scare. Twenty-three year old Lydia was the youngest 

Bennet, Kitty was twenty-six and Mary who was thirty. 

 

Chip Bingley went to Harvard Medical School and he was on a TV reality show 

Eligible, where twenty-five single women fought for Chips heart.  At thirty-six 

Chip Bingley is looking for a wife. Well before his arrival in Cincinnati, 



 

everyone knew that Chip Bingley was looking for a wife. Naturally Mrs Bennet 

thinks he is suitable for her daughters Liz or Jane. Why not for Mary? Kitty 

wanted to know. I highly recommend reading ‘Eligible’ as it is a very 

entertaining novel with lots to love and cherish. 

www.ireadnovels.wordpress.com 

 

Melanie Kane 

‘Eligible’ was completely and utterly brilliant, witty, entertaining 

and delightful to read. The storyline was fantastic and superbly 

written and touched on some serious issues with great humour.  I can 

thoroughly recommend this title to all.   

 

Liz Bloomer  

A delightful read! Picture ‘Pride and Prejudice’ brought smack up to 

date! The same characters but with a modern twist - most enjoyable.  

I enjoyed reading this book and now feel the need to read the ‘Pride and 

Prejudice’ once more. Although the characters were very different, there were 

enough traits to be able to link them to their originals. The over powering 

mother and the laid back father particularly made me laugh. At some stages it 

felt like ‘Pride and Prejudice’ meets ‘Bridget Jones’ especially the characters of 

Darcy and Jasper. A wonderful light hearted book that kept you turning the 

pages. 

 

Edel Waugh 

This is the awesome story of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ told in current day Cincinnati. 

When urged to come home from New York by their demanding mother Mrs 

Bennet's daughters find there is a new man in the area and their mother has 

high hopes for one of them to date this wealthy man. Bingley is a doctor / 

reality TV star and Darcy is a neurosurgeon. I loved this book! I am a huge 

fan of the original, and seeing this modern day take of the story just 

goes to show that no matter how much time goes by it is ageless. This 

is a must read for all ‘Pride and Prejudice’ fans.  

http://edelwaugh.blogspot.ie/2016/04/eligible-by-curtis-sittenfeld-

review.html?m=1 

 



 

Julie Evans 

When I first started reading this book I wasn’t sure if it was for me.  It started 

with a lot of characters, the Bennett sisters, which took me a few chapters to 

keep in touch with who was who.  Then WOW I actually felt that I was 

part of the story, living in Cincinnati with them.  The main character of 

the book, for me, was Liz.  I even felt as if I knew her! I could not put this book 

down to the very end.  I found the last chapter about Mary slightly misplaced, 

but that did not make me feel any less about the book.  A fantastic read for 

summer 2016! 

 

Phyl Smithson 

Such is the incredibly quality of Sittenfeld’s writing I was totally 

absorbed and flew through the +500 pages of this modern ‘Pride and 

Prejudice’ interpretation.  Brilliant. 

The Bennet family comprises 5 adult daughters ranging in age from early 20s 

to late 30s, none of which are married and none of which have brought grand-

children into the world, and their parents.  The eldest daughters, Jane and Liz, 

have escaped the Cincinnati family home for lives in New York.  When Mr 

Bennet has a heart attack, the New York based daughters return home for an 

extended period to help with his convalescence and to support Mrs Bennet’s 

whose world is focused on  the annual fundraising luncheon for the Cincinnati 

Women’s League - despite her husband’s health scare. 

And as Liz learns more about the world she left behind, she uncovers knowledge 

of financial difficulties which are being ignored by her parents, of a house well 

over do major renovation to make it inhabitable and her 3 younger siblings 

oblivious to any drive to fly the nest and establish their own independent selves. 

And of course, all daughters but in particular Liz and Jane, gain first hand 

insight based on the constant reminders of Mrs B that marriage and subsequent 

child birth remains her expectation – and age is going increasingly against 

them to achieve this.   

As a say, the plot will be familiar – whether you have read the original ‘Pride 

and Prejudice’ or not – but the style of delivery s what sets ‘Eligible’ apart.  

Having now read two of Sittendfeld’s work, one of my favourite all time reads 

was ‘The American Wife’, she is on my ‘must read whenever she publishes a 

book.’ 


